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VOLUNTARY ANNOUNCEMENT

UPDATE ON BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT — LAUNCH OF A STONE
TRADING PLATFORM OF “CHINA STONE DATABASE & EXCHANGE”

AND AN E-COMMERCE SALES PLATFORM OF “ARTMORE”

This is a voluntary announcement made by ArtGo Holdings Limited (the “Company”,

together with its subsidiaries, the “Group”).

The Board (the “Board”) of Directors (the “Directors”) of the Company is pleased to

announce that, the Group has launched the first stone trading platform of “China

Stone Database & Exchange” for the B2B market in the industry under the link

http://www.wdscw.com/ on 27 June 2015.

The platform can be used to collect various data of the stone industry, provide

information of supply, pricing and inventory of stones for the market, and offer

subscription-based trading and consultation service with big data, in order to allow

users to trade stones through the platform. The platform is aimed to become a

comprehensive platform with integrated functions which include information

sharing, product launch, technical support, design service, interactive training and

supply chain financing for the industry, and to consolidate upstream stone resources,

realize information sharing of multi-parties, leverage complementary competencies,

create synergy and fully expand the scope of industry chain.

In addition to the launching of trading platform, the Company also held the first
Strategic Alliance Conference of Mining Resources in China (中國礦山資源戰略聯盟
大會) with the Mining Committee of All-China Federation of Industry & Commerce,
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Stone Chamber (全國工商聯石材業商會礦山委員會) on 27 June 2015, in order to

join hands with quality stone companies and miners to create a nationwide large-scale

downstream distribution network by leveraging on the Company’s advantages of

design, service and sales channel.

In order to further keep up with the latest trend of online shopping, the Group also

launched a new “ArtMore”’ B2C e-commerce sales platform in JD.com (京東商城)

under the link http://mall.jd.com/index-137401.html.

“ArtMore” is positioned in the mid-to-high-end market by offering diversified

standard marble products, including standard cut-to-size slabs, bathroom products

and home supplies, and customized interior solutions for its customers.

The Group is confident with the outlook of further consolidating the industry

resources and exploring marble distribution channels via B2B and B2C online trading

platforms.

By order of the Board
ArtGo Holdings Limited

LIU Chuanjia
Chairman and Executive Director
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